Benzene causes acute myeloid leukemia and probably other hematological malignancies. As benzene also causes hematotoxicity even in workers exposed to levels below the US permissible occupational exposure limit of 1 part per million, further assessment of the health risks associated with its exposure, particularly at low levels, is needed. Here, we describe the probable mechanism by which benzene induces leukemia involving the targeting of critical genes and pathways through the induction of genetic, chromosomal or epigenetic abnormalities and genomic instability, in a hematopoietic stem cell (HSC); stromal cell dysregulation; apoptosis of HSCs and stromal cells and altered proliferation and differentiation of HSCs. These effects modulated by benzene-induced oxidative stress, aryl hydrocarbon receptor dysregulation and reduced immunosurveillance, lead to the generation of leukemic stem cells and subsequent clonal evolution to leukemia. A mode of action (MOA) approach to the risk assessment of benzene was recently proposed. This approach is limited, however, by the challenges of defining a simple stochastic MOA of benzene-induced leukemogenesis and of identifying relevant and quantifiable parameters associated with potential key events. An alternative risk assessment approach is the application of toxicogenomics and systems biology in human populations, animals and in vitro models of the HSC stem cell niche, exposed to a range of levels of benzene. These approaches will inform our understanding of the mechanisms of benzene toxicity and identify additional biomarkers of exposure, early effect and susceptibility useful for risk assessment.
Introduction
Benzene, an aromatic hydrocarbon and a component of crude oil and gasoline, is produced at high levels and is widely used in the USA as an intermediate in the manufacture of plastics, resins, dyes, etc. (1) . Occupational exposure to benzene occurs through solvent exposures in the chemical industry, in petroleum refineries, oil pipelines, on ships and tankers, auto repair shops and bus garages (1, 2) . In the USA, occupational exposure levels typically are below the Occupational Safety and Health Administration's permissible exposure limit of 1 part per million (p.p.m.) (8 h time-weighted average) (3), but levels exceeding 100 p.p.m. have been reported in shoe factories in China (4, 5) . Environmental exposures among the general population are much lower than occupational exposures, ranging from ,1 to 10 p.p.b., mainly arising from vehicle emissions and cigarette smoke (3) . Smokers may be exposed to 10 times the level of non-smokers (6, 7) .
Benzene is associated with multiple adverse health effects. It was shown to induce hematotoxicity in humans over 100 years ago and recent studies have reported hematological effects at various benzene levels including those ,1 p.p.m. in air (8, 9) , as shown in Table I . Benzene is a cause of acute myeloid leukemia (AML) and myelodysplastic syndrome and a probable cause of other hematological malignancies, such as non-Hodgkin lymphoma (39) (40) (41) . In addition, epidemiological studies have also provided some evidence for an association with childhood leukemia (40, 42) . Although others have disputed a causal relationship for diseases other than AML (43) (44) (45) , there is a need for further assessment of the health risks associated with benzene exposure particularly at low occupational and environmental levels.
Leukemias arising de novo and secondary to known leukemogen exposures are similar
Among the few known inducers of AML, other than benzene, are a group of agents used in the treatment of cancer and non-cancer disorders: alkylating agents, topoisomerase II (topo II) inhibitors and ionizing radiation. A small percentage of AML and myelodysplastic syndrome cases are a consequence of such therapies, as reviewed (46) . Depending on the specific therapeutic regimen, these diseases, termed therapy-related acute myeloid leukemia (t-AML) and therapy-related myelodysplastic syndrome (t-MDS), comprise distinct cytogenetic subtypes, exhibit different latencies and may arise in cells at different stages of hematopoiesis (47) (48) (49) (50) . For example, t-MDS/t-AML following alkylating agent therapy is characterized by abnormalities of chromosomes 5 and/or 7 (47) (48) (49) and is thought to arise in a multipotent hematopoietic stem cell (HSC) or progenitor cell, whereas t-AML following treatment with topo II inhibitors is characterized by balanced translocations involving MLL at 11q23, RUNX1 at 21q22, CBFB at 16q22 or PML (15q22) and RARA (17q12) which probably arise in a lineage committed progenitor cell. These translocations, which result in the formation of chimeric oncoproteins, are thought to be generated by repair of chromosomal breakpoints by the non-homologous end joining (NHEJ) DNA repair pathway following topo II-mediated cleavage (50) . The characteristic clonal chromosomal abnormalities, in cooperation with genetic and epigenetic mutations, are thought to deregulate a limited number of critical pathways such as cytokine signaling and proliferation, survival and differentiation of hematopoietic cells, leading to leukemogenesis (51) . De novo and t-MDS and t-AML are considered similar diseases as they exhibit similar patterns of cytogenetic abnormalities and gene mutations, albeit with different frequencies among subtypes (51) . Eight different genetic pathways to t-MDS and t-AML, defined by the specific abnormalities present in each, were proposed (52) . There is evidence that benzene induces many of the specific abnormalities associated with these pathways (40) , but the multiple mechanisms underlying benzene-induced leukemia have not been fully characterized.
Benzene causes hematotoxicity and leukemia through multiple toxic metabolites Although a recent study has shown that adding very high concentrations of benzene alone to HL60 cells can increase reactive oxygen species (ROS) levels and cause cytotoxicity (53), metabolism of benzene to its toxic metabolites is generally thought to be a critical factor in benzene toxicity (54) . This is supported by several key studies. Benzene metabolism and toxicity were shown to be reduced in rats following partial hepatectomy (55) and in transgenic cytochrome-P450 2E1 (CYP2E1) knockout mice (56) . Benzene metabolism and toxicity were reduced in mice following co-administration of high concentrations of toluene, a competitive inhibitor of benzene metabolism (57) , although a recent study suggested that toluene enhances the genotoxic effects of benzene in mice at lower doses (58, 59 ). Benzene metabolism is inherently complex (1, 60) and occurs principally in the liver (55) and also in the lung (61, 62) , with secondary metabolism occurring in the bone marrow (63) (64) (65) (66) . A simplified schematic is illustrated in Figure 1 . The initial step involving cytochrome-P450 (CYP)-dependent oxidation of benzene to benzene oxide is primarily catalyzed at high levels of exposure by liver CYP2E1 (56, 67) . However, CYP2F1 and CYP2A13 are both highly active in the human lung (68) (69) (70) and are candidates for the high-affinity low capacity metabolic enzymes recently proposed to be active at benzene levels ,1 p.p.m. (5, 71) , suggesting that the lung may be the primary site for low-dose metabolism of benzene. The majority of benzene oxide, which exists in equilibrium with its tautomer, oxepin, spontaneously rearranges to phenol (PH), and the remainder is either hydrolyzed to produce catechol and 1,2-benzoquinone, via benzene dihydrodiol, or reacts with glutathione to eventually produce S-phenylmercapturic acid. PH is excreted or further metabolized to hydroquinone (HQ) and 1,4-benzoquinone (BQ). HQ is converted to the reactive metabolite 1,2,4-benzenetriol via CYP2E1 catalysis (72) . Metabolism of oxepin is thought to open the aromatic ring, yielding the reactive muconaldehydes, which cause hematotoxicity in exposed mice (73) and E,E-muconic acid. Benzene oxide, the benzoquinones and muconaldehydes are electrophiles that readily react with peptides and proteins and can thereby interfere with cellular function (74) . Semiquinone radicals and quinones produced from phenolic metabolites by peroxidases in the bone marrow are highly toxic by directly binding to cellular macromolecules and generating oxygen radicals through redox cycling (74, 75) . In particular, BQ formation from HQ in the bone marrow via myeloperoxidase may be a key in benzene carcinogenicity, as shown in Figure 1 (74) . In support of this is the evidence showing that the BQ-detoxifying enzyme NAD(P)H:quinone oxidoreductase 1 (NQO1) protects mice against benzene-induced myelodysplasia (76, 77) and protects humans against benzene hematotoxicity (78) . Glutathione conjugates of HQ also redox cycle and may be involved in benzene toxicity (79) (80) (81) .
More work is needed to elucidate the different roles of the various metabolites in benzene toxicity and the pathways that lead to their formation. In human populations, the proportions of metabolites are likely to differ at the individual level according to genetic variation in metabolic factors, such as CYP2E1 (56), epoxide hydrolase, glutathione-S-transferases, myeloperoxidase and NQO1, which influence susceptibility to the toxic effects of benzene (82) . Lifestyle factors, such as diet and smoking, can also modulate metabolite proportions (83) .
Benzene induces leukemia-related cytogenetic changes
It is well established that benzene and/or its metabolites cause chromosomal aberrations in the peripheral blood lymphocytes of chronically exposed humans (84) (85) (86) (87) (88) (89) (90) (91) (92) (93) (94) (95) (96) (97) (98) . Benzene exposure has been associated with higher levels of chromosomal changes commonly observed in AML, including 5qÀ/À5 or 7qÀ/À7, þ8 and t(8;21) in the peripheral blood lymphocytes of highly exposed workers (98-100). AMLrelated chromosomal changes are also produced by benzene metabolites in human cell cultures, including cultures of CD34þ progenitor cells (101, 102) . Together, these data provide strong evidence for the induction of AML by benzene through previously proposed genetic pathways (52) .
Selective chromosomal aneuploidy was found to be induced by benzene using classical cytogenetic methods (89, 103, 104) and, more recently, by OctoChrome fluorescent in situ hybridization, a novel chromosome-wide aneuploidy study approach which analyses both numerical and structural changes in all 24 human chromosomes simultaneously (37, 38) , Table I . Applying the latter approach in a pilot study, monosomy of chromosomes 5, 6, 7 and 10 and trisomy of chromosomes 8, 9, 17, 21 and 22 was shown to be selectively induced in the peripheral blood lymphocytes of benzene-exposed subjects (37) . In a larger study of 47 workers and 27 unexposed controls, statistically significant increases in the rates of monosomy [5, 6, 7, 10, 16 and 19] and trisomy [5, 6, 7, 8, 10, 14, 16, 21 and 22] were found to be dose dependently associated with benzene exposure (38) . Increased aneuploidy of chromosomes 7 and 9 was detected recently in workers occupationally exposed to low-dose (0.5 p.p.m.) benzene, using a micronucleus-centromere assay in conjunction with fluorescent in situ hybridization and chromosome-specific centromeric probes (105) . In addition, using a pan-centromeric probe and scoring centromere-positive and -negative micronuclei, the study showed that benzene-induced micronuclei originated from chromosome breaks rather than chromosome non-disjunction. Inhibition of microtubule assembly was proposed as a mechanism of benzene-associated aneuploidy (74) , as this is a known effect of HQ and 1,2,4-benzenetriol (106, 107) . However, selective chromosome loss would probably not be caused by this process as effects on the mitotic spindle should be non-selective.
Topo II inhibition is the likely mechanism through which benzene induces leukemia-and lymphoma-related chromosomal translocations, such as t(8;21) and t(14;18) (97, 99) , and possibly inversions, in exposed workers. Inhibition of the functionality of topo II and enhanced DNA cleavage was associated with exposure to benzene in vivo in mice (108) and exposure to HQ and BQ in vitro (109, (110) (111) (112) (113) (114) (115) . Bioactivation of HQ to BQ by peroxidase was found to enhance topo II inhibition (116) and BQ was more potent than HQ in a cell-free assay system (112, 117) . A quantitative structure activity relationship model of the interaction of benzene metabolites with human topo II alpha further supports the inhibition of topo II as a mechanism of benzene-induced genotoxicity (118) . Recently, both HQ and the well-known topo II poison, etoposide, were found to significantly induce endoreduplication, a phenomenon that involves DNA duplication without corresponding cell division, in a dosedependent manner in the lymphoblastoid TK6 cell line (119) . Since endoreduplication may underlie the acquisition of high chromosome numbers by tumor cells, it may play a role in HQ-induced genomic instability and subsequent carcinogenesis. Benzene exposure was found to induce gene-duplicating mutations at the glycophorin A locus in the peripheral red blood cells of exposed humans (120,121), Fig. 1 . Simplified metabolic scheme for benzene showing site-specific metabolism from liver to bone marrow including major pathways and metabolizing enzymes leading to toxicity. GST, glutathione-S-transferase; mEH, microsomal epoxide hydrolase; MPO, myeloperoxidase; PST, phenol sulfotransferase; UDPGT, uridine diphosphate glucuronosyltransferase.
Mechanism of benzene-induced leukemia
causing a phenotype associated with topo II inhibitors (122) that could arise from mitotic recombination. These findings reflect a mutational effect on precursor erythroid cells or stem cells in the bone marrow since mature red blood cell lack a nucleus. Recently, topo II alpha activity, protein and messenger RNA (mRNA) expression were shown to be reduced in patients with chronic benzene exposure, accompanied by alterations in histone acetylation and methylation of regulatory regions of the topo II alpha promoter (123) . Together, these findings suggest that benzene could cause leukemias with chromosome translocations and inversions known to be induced by topo II inhibitors, including AMLs harboring t(21q22), t(15;17), inv(16) and t(16;16) in a manner consistent with previously proposed genetic pathways (51, (124) (125) (126) (127) .
Critical genes are targeted through multiple processes in HSCs
Benzene-induced leukemia is thought to be initiated when benzene metabolites target genes or pathways that are critical to hematopoiesis in an HSC. As discussed above, benzene induces cytogenetic alterations such as aneuploidy, which can lead to altered gene expression (128) and DNA methylation (129) and translocations, which produce chimeric oncoproteins. Critical genes may also be targeted through gene mutation and/or epigenetic alteration. These effects, or the mechanisms which cause them, have been assessed in accessible surrogate cells such as peripheral blood lymphocytes.
Gene mutation
Gene mutations commonly associated with AML such as NPM1, AML1, FLT3, RAS and C/EBPa (130,131) have not specifically been reported in association with benzene or its metabolites. Geneduplicating mutation but not gene-inactivating mutation, such as point mutations, was found at the glycophorin A locus in peripheral erythrocytes of humans exposed to high benzene levels (120) . Wildtype and p53 heterozygous mice chronically exposed to high levels of benzene by inhalation, exhibited similar levels of mutations in the hypoxanthine-guanine phosphoribosyl transferase gene in T-lymphocytes (132). Mullin et al. (133) found a statistically significant increase in the mutant frequencies of the bacteriophage lambda lacI transgene in lung and spleen of male C57BL/6 mice chronically exposed to high levels of benzene by inhalation. Based on the lacI mutant frequency and fraction of unique mutations, lung tissues of benzene-exposed mice were estimated to have a 1.8-fold increase in lacI mutation frequency compared with lung tissues of unexposed control mice (134) . The spectrum of p53 mutations induced by benzene exposure in human lung cells was recently examined and showed that A . G transition could be a potential fingerprint of benzene exposure in tumors (135) , in particular AML (136) . Despite the limited direct evidence of benzene-induced mutation, particularly in humans, two mechanisms known to cause DNA mutations, oxidative stress and error-prone DNA repair, are associated with benzene exposure.
Oxidative stress. Oxygen radicals are produced during benzene metabolism and can induce direct toxic effects. DNA strand breaks and point mutations induced by benzene-initiated toxicity have been linked to the production of ROS in several studies in vitro (137) (138) (139) . A potential role for oxidative stress in the induction of homologous recombination initiated by benzene metabolites has also been demonstrated in vitro (140) . Oxidative DNA damage, measured as 8-hydroxy-2#-deoxyguanosine, was shown to be induced by PH, HQ and 1,2,4-benzenetriol in HL60 cells in vitro and by benzene in the bone marrow of mice in vivo (138) . Benzene exposure was associated with increased mitochondria DNA copy number in exposed workers (141) , possibly in response to oxidative stress caused by benzene. NQO1 has been implicated in influencing oxygen radical levels in cell lines in vitro (142) . In a recent study analyzing the peripheral blood transcriptomes of 83 individuals occupationally exposed to a range of benzene levels and 42 unexposed matched controls, we reported that the oxidative phosphorylation pathway was significantly dysregulated by benzene across several exposure categories including ,1 p.p.m. (19) . Impaired oxidative phosphorylation can result from depolarization of inner mitochondrial membrane potential induced by oxidative stress and damaged mitochondria in turn produce more ROS. In the same study, we found that the expression of superoxide dismutase was upregulated between 50 and 100% at all levels of exposure examined.
Error-prone DNA repair. The removal of benzene-induced DNA lesions such as oxidative DNA lesions, DNA adducts and apurinic sites has been shown to involve the major DNA repair pathways such as base excision repair, nucleotide excision repair and double-strand break (DSB) repair, as recently reviewed (143) . DSB repair is error prone and may contribute to benzene-induced genomic instability. A recent microarray study in benzene-poisoning patients found consistently increased expression of DNA-dependent protein kinase catalytic subunit (DNA-PKcs), which regulates NHEJ in DNA DSB repair (20) . DNA-PKcs was found to be induced by HQ in HL60 cells in vitro at the mRNA and protein levels, along with DSBs and NHEJ, in the same study. Analysis of the interaction among benzene metabolites, DNA-PKcs induction and benzene toxicity in K562 cells revealed that that DNA-PKcs was induced by the benzene metabolite PH at both the protein and mRNA levels (144) . Moreover, DNA-PKcs was found to translocate from the cytoplasm into the nucleus upon treatment with PH. Formation of c-H2AX, which is a marker of DSB and NHEJ, was also increased by PH in a concentration-dependent manner. Together, the findings suggest that induction and activation of DNA-PKcs may contribute to benzene carcinogenesis by increasing NHEJ. Both HQ and BQ produced discrete foci of c-H2AX within the nucleus of HL60 cells in a dose-dependent manner, apparently through the associated production of ROS, although the role of DNA-PKcs was not examined in that study (145) .
Error-prone repair of DNA damage induced by benzene metabolites in HSCs, together with an intrinsic propensity of HSCs to survive rather than die by apoptosis, has been suggested to explain why these cells are susceptible to leukemic transformation by benzene (146) . In the COMET assay, murine HSCs and myeloid progenitors were found to exhibit equal dose-dependent damage immediately after benzene treatment. However, HSCs showed evidence of DNA repair with lower levels of cell elimination after 24 h in culture as compared with myeloid progenitors. In follow-up studies, NHEJ was shown to be the preferential DNA repair mechanism in quiescent murine HSCs exposed to radiation and was found to be associated with the acquisition of genomic rearrangements that could persist in vivo (147) . Thus, the enhanced short-term survival is achieved at the cost of an accumulation of deleterious mutations. However, a separate group found delayed DNA repair and an enhanced sensitivity to p53-dependent apoptosis induced by low-dose ionizing radiation in human HSCs derived from umbilical cord blood compared with more differentiated cells (148) . While the exact nature of the response to DNA damage in human HSCs in vivo remains to be determined, mutations probably occur but their detection in this rare population of cells against a background of normal cells in the peripheral blood or bone marrow of exposed individuals is challenging. High-throughput single-cell genetic analysis techniques necessary to achieve the required sensitivity are being developed (149) .
Epigenetic alterations
Benzene has been shown to alter the expression of many genes in the peripheral blood of exposed workers (17) (18) (19) . Epigenetics is one of the major mechanisms by which gene expression is regulated, and epigenetic marks including histone modification, DNA methylation and microRNA expression, activate or repress expression of individual genes (150) . The alteration of DNA methylation in cancer, including leukemia, is well known and involves genome-wide hypomethylation of non-coding regions which leads to genomic instability (151) and gene-specific promoter hypermethylation which
silences critical genes such as those encoding tumor suppressors (151, 152) . A recent review suggested that epigenetic alterations may be involved in the toxicity of multiple environmental chemicals, including benzene (153) . While evidence for some chemicals such as arsenic is relatively strong (154), the evidence remains somewhat limited for benzene because the results are either too preliminary or are in populations exposed to other factors in addition to benzene (Table I) . Hypermethylation in p15 and hypomethylation in MAGE-1 were associated with very low benzene exposures ($22 p.p.b.), in healthy subjects including gas station attendants and traffic police officers, although the degree of altered methylation was very low (24) and other potentially confounding exposures were present. Downregulation of p15 and p16 expression, potentially modulated by DNA promoter methylation, was reported more recently in benzene-poisoned workers (155) . We reported altered DNA methylation and microRNA profiles in preliminary data from exposed workers (23) . Global DNA hypomethylation, recently shown to be induced by HQ in TK6 cells in vitro, may be another mechanism underlying the leukemogenicity of benzene (25) . Further study of the role epigenetics plays in the hematotoxicity and carcinogenicity of benzene is warranted, including studies of aberrant DNA methylation and altered microRNA expression.
Genomic instability
Benzene-induced leukemia probably begins as a mutagenic event in a stem or committed early progenitor cell and subsequent genomic instability allows for sufficient mutations to be acquired in a relatively short-time period. Studies have shown that HQ is similar to ionizing radiation in that it induces genomic instability in the bone marrow of susceptible mice (156) . Recent findings showing the importance of DNA repair and maintenance genes, such as WRN, in human genetic susceptibility to benzene toxicity also support this mechanism (28,29,157,158). As discussed above, chromosomal aneuploidy was shown to be induced by benzene in exposed individuals in several studies (37, 38, 89, (103) (104) (105) , Table I . Two recent studies in yeast (159) and diverse human cancer cell lines (160) show that aneuploidy enhances genetic recombination and defective DNA damage repair, providing a mechanistic link between aneuploidy and genomic instability; thus, aneuploidy can cause a modest mutator phenotype and may be an initiating event in cancer.
Induction of HSCs from quiescence to cycling through dysregulation of the aryl hydrocarbon receptor
The transcription factor aryl hydrocarbon receptor (AhR), a cytosolic sensor of xenobiotics, notably dioxin and endogenous ligands, is thought to also function as a negative regulator of HSCs (161) (162) (163) , controlling the balance between quiescence and proliferation (162) . The AhR was shown to mediate benzene-induced hematotoxicity, in part through the induction of CYP2E1 (164) , and mice engineered to lack AhR through knockout or through lethal irradiation followed by repopulation with AhR-null marrow cells, did not exhibit hematotoxicity following benzene exposure (164, 165) . Global gene-expression profiles of bone marrow cells from exposed AhR-knockout mice suggested the impairment of stem cell niches and consequent proliferation of hematopoietic progenitor cells (166) . In addition, an increased amount of intracytoplasmic ROS was observed in the hematopoietic progenitor cells, particularly the LinÀc-kitþSca-1þ fraction, compared with other blood cell fractions, after benzene exposure. While several possibilities have been proposed by which the altered presence and/or the activity of the AhR could modulate responses of hematopoietic stem/progenitor cells to benzene (167) , additional research is needed to clarify these mechanisms.
Apoptosis and hematotoxicity
We hypothesize that the level or type of accumulated damage induced by benzene in HSCs leads to apoptosis which manifests as hematotoxicity. Induction of apoptosis has been demonstrated in vitro in human HL60 and CD34 cells (168) and in rat lymphoctyes (169) and an overrepresentation of genes involved in apoptosis was observed in the peripheral blood transcriptome of individuals occupationally exposed to a range of benzene exposures (18, 19) . Widespread hematotoxicity was observed in individuals exposed to ,1 p.p.m. benzene in air (8, 9) . Bone marrow toxicity was suggested by the range of lineages affected and was further supported by the demonstration of highly significant dose-dependent decreases in myeloid progenitor cell colony formation in exposed individuals (8) . Thus, hematotoxicity represents a useful quantitative biomarker of benzene effect even at levels under 1 p.p.m.
As well as causing hematotoxicity, the death by apoptosis of certain cell types in the stem cell niche, such as stromal cells, or the escape from the apoptotic process of stem cells that have acquired DNA or chromosomal damage, may result in the proliferation and clonal expansion of preleukemic stem cells.
Dysregulation of the HSC niche leads to increased proliferation
HSCs occupy an ordered environment in the bone marrow and interact with supportive stromal and endothelial cells and mature lymphocytes in the stem cell niche. Hematotoxic damage to this ordered stem cell microenvironment could result in abnormal hematopoiesis and allow for the clonal expansion of leukemic stem cells (LSCs).
Gap-junction intracellular communication with stromal cells in the bone marrow and thymus is thought to be necessary for normal hematopoietic regulation (170) (171) (172) (173) . Several benzene metabolites were found to interfere with gap-junction intercellular communication in vitro, the most potent being E,E-muconic acid (174, 175) . Many adhesion molecules (176) and chemokines (177) are important in niche function and play key roles in stem cell mobilization and homing. Genetic polymorphisms in specific cytokines, chemokines and cellular adhesion genes with known or potential roles in niche function have been associated with increased susceptibility to benzene toxicity in candidate gene association studies (30, 32, 178) . Zhou et al. examined benzene-induced effects on human bone marrow endothelial cells using a transformed human bone marrow endothelial cell (TrHBMEC) line. In transformed human bone marrow endothelial cells in which NQO1 activity had been decreased by inhibition or knockdown, a marked decrease in tumor necrosis factor a-induced CD34 þ hematopoietic cell adhesion, was observed (179) . Since adhesion molecules have documented roles in hematopoietic cell homing and mobilization, impairment of the endothelial/vascular stem cell niche may play a role in the increased susceptibility to benzene toxicity of individuals lacking NQO1. In cellular studies, the levels of myeloperoxidase and NQO1 have been suggested to modulate the toxicity of phenolic metabolites of benzene particularly in stromal cells where multiple cell types exist with varying enzyme activities (180, 181) . Another key function of human bone marrow endothelial cell is tube formation leading to angiogenesis, a critical component of the HSC vascular microenvironment. HQ treatment of human bone marrow endothelial cell led to inhibition of tube formation in part through upregulation of chondromodulin 1, an anti-angiogenic gene expressed by endothelial cells (182) . Thus, inhibition of tube formation is a potential mechanism by which benzene induces adverse effects in the bone marrow endothelial microenvironment critical to the development and differentiation of HSCs.
Balanced regulation of ROS is critical for cell-fate determination and for stem cell development, function and survival (183) . Dysregulation of ROS production has been implicated in abnormal hematopoiesis and potentially in functioning of the HSC niche (184) . Recent evidence suggests that ROS play a key role in the development of in utero-initiated benzene toxicity potentially through disruption of hematopoietic cell signaling pathways (185) and inhibition of erythropoiesis (186) .
HQ-induced dysregulation of external signals modulating the protein phosphorylation of the transcriptional regulator, PU.1, may promote the clonal proliferation of CD34þ cells (187) . HQ was shown to alter the pattern of binding of PU.1 to DNA in a time-and Mechanism of benzene-induced leukemia dose-dependent manner and to induce hyperphosphorylation of the PU.1 protein, in cultured human CD34þ cells. These effects occurred in conjunction with a sustained immature CD34þ phenotype, cytokine-dependent enhanced clonogenic activity in cultured human HPC and decreased terminal differentiation.
Together these data show that the hematopoietic signaling functions of the stem cell niche, which comprises many potential target cells, could be disrupted by benzene and its metabolites through multiple potential mechanisms. Further research is needed to examine these effects, particularly in humans. This is challenging, however, because the niche is not readily accessible. Development of in vitro models of the bone marrow and stem cell niche is required and has been reported with some success (188) (189) (190) . In such a model, it may be possible to measure genetic and epigenetic changes in the HSCs using microfluidic and other emerging technologies (191) , along with determination of the rates of apoptosis, differentiation and proliferation.
Clonal evolution through decreased immunosurveillance
Ordinarily, clonal expansion of preleukemic stem cells would be monitored and prevented by immunosurveillance. However, as confirmed by multiple human studies, benzene exposure causes impaired immune function that could compromise immunosurveillance. Occupational benzene exposure to benzene, as well as causing hematotoxicity, was shown to alter ratios of immune cell subsets, even at low doses (8) . The selective effect on CD4 T-lymphocytes could allow pre-leukemic or LSCs to escape detection and elimination, but it is unclear whether this reduction in numbers reflects reduced functional capacity. In a separate study, recent thymic output and T-cell immune function were apparently impaired in exposed workers (192) . Microarray analysis revealed elevated cytochrome P450 4F3A (CYP4F3A), which encodes the leukotriene B4-hydroxylase, important for inactivation of leukotriene B4 in neutrophils, in the peripheral mononuclear blood cells of seven workers diagnosed with benzene poisoning, compared with seven matched controls (20) . Our recent study of global gene expression in the blood of workers exposed to a range of benzene levels revealed a strong effect on immune response pathways (19) .
Together, these findings indicate that benzene induces immune suppression, a consequence of which is reduced immunosurveillance. Immune suppression was recently shown to increase the risk of developing AML, in recipients of kidney (N 5 217219) and heart (N 5 31005) transplants (193) .
Mode of action approach to the risk assessment of benzene
Increasingly, a mode of action (MOA) approach is being used in risk assessment, although this approach is acknowledged to have general limitations (194) . An MOA is a well-defined and biologically plausible series of critical key events that leads to an adverse effect and is usually determined in an animal test species and extrapolated to humans (195) (196) (197) . Once the key events are determined, quantitative dose-response data on the measurable parameters associated with those key events are generated. As described above, the mechanism(s) by which benzene causes leukemia is not fully understood and many research questions remain. This limits the applicability of a MOAbased approach to the assessment of leukemia risk associated with benzene, as recently proposed (198) . The hypothesized MOA for benzene comprises five key events: (i) metabolism of benzene to a benzene oxide metabolite; (ii) interaction of the benzene metabolite with target cells in the bone marrow; (ii) the formation of initiated, mutated bone marrow target cells; (iv) the selected clonal proliferation of these target cells and (v) the formation of the neoplasm (leukemia) (198) .
In the proposed MOA, apart from the first key event, which is specific but describes only one of the many potentially carcinogenic metabolites illustrated in Figure 1 , the other key events proposed are vague, not well characterized and therefore difficult to quantitate and thus apply in risk assessment. Furthermore, this simplified MOA suggests that an ordered sequence of key events leads to leukemia. However, as multiple pathways are involved in the mechanism of action of benzene and the effects of benzene metabolites on the leukemogenic process are not singular and can occur throughout the process, it is difficult to define a simple stochastic MOA. This is illustrated in Figure 2 , in which we have incorporated the updated mechanistic data discussed above to illustrate the range of potential key events and modifying factors that could contribute to the toxicological effects of benzene in an MOA approach. Key events in benzeneinduced leukemogenesis include the targeting of critical genes through the induction of genetic, chromosomal or epigenetic abnormalities in HSCs; genomic instability; stromal cell dysregulation; apoptosis of HSCs and stromal cells and altered proliferation and differentiation, leading to the generation of LSCs. These key events modulated by oxidative stress, AhR dysregulation and reduced immunosurveillance, lead to dysregulated immune response, hematotoxicity and leukemia.
For a variety of reasons, it is challenging to identify relevant and quantifiable parameters for several of the key events detailed in Figure 2 , for application in risk assessment. Metabolic differences among species, among genetic subtypes and lifestyles, at different concentrations and sites as well as incomplete knowledge regarding the relevance of individual metabolites to toxicity, make it challenging if not impossible to quantitate these effects. Immunosurveillance is a complex multifactorial mechanism that is difficult to conclusively detect or quantify. Benzene induces the dysregulation of critical genes through multiple mechanisms (cytogenetic alterations, aberrant mitotic recombination, gene mutations and/or epigenetic alterations) resulting in various end points, which makes it difficult to comprehensively quantitate these potentially relevant parameters. Currently, it is challenging to measure AhR dysregulation, an HSC-specific effect, or the number of non-cycling quiescent HSCs, in exposed individuals. As discussed earlier, additional studies are needed to examine the effects of benzene and its metabolites on the stem cell niche, particularly in humans.
Considerable differences among the responses of mouse, rat and human to benzene exposure limit the ability to extrapolate from animal effects to human in the MOA approach. For example, animal-tohuman extrapolations using physiologically based pharmacokinetic models have been unable to accurately predict human metabolism as the proportions of benzene metabolites produced differ among mice, rats and humans (1) . Furthermore, in humans, benzene exposure is predominantly associated with acute non-lymphocytic leukemia compared with mainly lymphocytic leukemia in mice (199, 200) , though benzene also induces many other types of tumor in rodents (201) . Most animal studies to date have been performed at acute highdose exposures that may not be relevant to typical human exposures even in occupational settings. Although hematopoietic neoplasms were induced at high-level exposures in mice, albeit with a non-linear increase with increasing dose, the incidence of hematopoietic neoplasms after low-level benzene exposure in wild-type mice has been equivocal and AML has not been detected in most mouse studies (202, 203) . Given these differences, measuring certain aspects of key events in animal models (cytotoxicity and genotoxicity) may be useful but other key events such as impact on specific lineages leading to leukemia might not be relevant. In their proposed benzene MOA, Meek and Klaunig performed a 'concordance evaluation' among rodents and humans and suggested that key events are qualitatively similar, but they neither specified which parameters were measured nor provided supporting references (198) .
Systems biology approach to the risk assessment of benzene
Toxicogenomic studies of benzene's toxic effects in exposed humans and in relevant in vitro and animal models can inform the mechanisms of benzene toxicity and identify biomarkers relevant to risk assessment. Toxicogenomic studies of exposed human populations can identify potential biomarkers of early effect and susceptibility of relevance to risk assessment and lead to a better understanding of the mechanisms of toxicity, as discussed recently by us (204) and others (205) . In order to increase the relevance of toxicogenomic data to disease risk, true effects need to be distinguished from adaptive responses in the context of phenotypic anchoring. Integration of multiple types of toxicogenomic data in a systems biology approach can identify more robust biomarkers. We are applying such an approach to assess the effects of benzene exposure (23) and have generated various toxicogenomic datasets including transcriptomics, proteomics and epigenomics, as listed in Table I . Our recent study of global gene expression in 125 workers occupationally exposed to benzene, identified a signature of genes expression altered at a range of exposure levels and found altered immune and AML pathways, even in individuals exposed at ,1 p.p.m., suggesting relevance of the observed changes to leukemogenesis (19) . Genes involved in susceptibility to benzene toxicity have been identified through functional genomics and candidate gene association studies, Table I , and approaches such as genome-wide association studies or next-generation sequencing could identify additional genes.
Toxicogenomic studies have also been conducted on hematopoietic cells of mice exposed to high levels of benzene. Microarray analysis revealed altered mRNA expression of various apoptosis, cell cycle and growth control genes in HSCs from mice exposed to 100 p.p.m. inhaled benzene for 6 h/day, 5 days/week for 2 weeks, compared with control mice (206) . In a study of wild-type and p53-knockout mice exposed to 300 p.p.m. benzene for 6 h/ day, 5 days/week for 2 weeks (207) , the p53 tumor suppressor gene was shown to be central to the mechanism of benzene action in bone marrow cells, by strictly regulating specific genes involved in the pathways of cell cycle arrest, apoptosis and DNA repair. It was proposed that dysfunction of the p53 gene, possibly through effects of repeated benzene exposure, could lead to problems in these critical functions and lead to hematopoietic malignancies. In a more recent study, heterozygous p53-deficient mouse models (C3H/He and C57BL/6 strains) were found to produce a higher incidence of hematopoietic neoplasms and a higher than threshold incidence of hematopoietic neoplasms at lower doses, compared with the corresponding wild-type strains, and AML was induced in the p53-deficient C3H/He mice exposed to benzene 300 p.p.m. (208) .
The p53 response pathway was not identified in our human toxicogenomic studies and the relevance of gene expression changes induced by high-dose animal studies to typical human exposure levels is unclear; therefore, there is a need to conduct toxicogenomic studies of animals chronically exposed to lower levels of benzene. As well as dose, other factors such as differences in tissues examined, microarray technologies/platforms, co-exposures (toluene is a potential confounder for some peripheral blood effects in exposed workers (12) ) and other uncontrolled confounding in the human study may have contributed to the lack of concordance between the human and animal findings and should be considered in future studies. Studies in transgenic mouse models engineered to express factors known or suspected to be involved in human susceptibility to benzene toxicity would also be informative.
Global gene expression has been analyzed in vitro in human HL-60 cells (209) and peripheral blood mononuclear cells (210) exposed to benzene metabolites. However, as the target cell for leukemia induction is probably the HSC and benzene disrupts hematopoietic signaling functions of the bone marrow stem cell niche, characterization of benzene toxicity in in vitro models of the bone marrow stem cell niche is probably more relevant to understanding benzene-induced leukemogenesis than investigation of effects in mature hematopoietic cells. The stem cell niche is a dynamic environment and the 'functiotype' of stem cells is the result of molecular, cellular, extracellular, biomechanical and spatio-dimensional effects, as summarized (211) . These cues, together with niche context (osteoclast or vascular niche), lead to a 'signaling network state' of stem cells and determine whether the cells remain quiescent or proliferate. Despite its inherent complexity, the stem cell niche has been bioengineered through various approaches including microfluidic devices such as interconnected micro-channels or systems that generate gradients of effector molecules (212); micrometer-sized silicone cavities coated with extracellular matrix proteins and a 96-well platform in which a microcontact-printing technology is used to control niche size, shape and density of cells and effector molecules (213, 214) . Advances have also been made in understanding systemic niche dynamics using molecular Mechanism of benzene-induced leukemia measurements and in tracking single-cell fates using high-content imaging as well as in modeling the niche using various mathematical modeling techniques (211) . These models and modeling methods can be applied to study the toxic effects of benzene on the stem cell niche.
For application in risk assessment, it is necessary to model doseresponse relationships of particular biomarkers at different levels of benzene exposure in humans or experimental animals. Relevant biomarkers identified to date that could be used in the dose-response modeling of benzene-induced leukemia include lymphocyte counts, leukemia-relevant genetic and epigenetic damage, proliferation rates of blood stem and progenitor cells, levels of HSC and LSC apoptosis and expression of AML pathway genes. Several of these biomarkers have been measured in human populations exposed to a broad range of benzene concentrations. Linear or supra-linear dose-dependent effects on lymphocyte counts, colony formation from myeloid stem and progenitor cells and gene expression have been shown to occur at low levels of occupational exposure ( 1 p.p.m. to .10 p.p.m.) (8, 9, 19, 215) . Studies measuring leukemia-relevant biomarkers in individuals or animals exposed to benzene at environmental levels of exposure in the 1-250 p.p.b. range are needed to help model risk at these levels. Currently, we are statistically modeling the doseresponse of AML pathway gene expression in our benzene-exposed population but toxicogenomic studies of populations exposed at lower environmental levels are needed for comparison.
In conclusion, dose-response modeling of existing biomarkers in the context of a phenotypic anchor such as hematotoxicity and identification of additional biomarkers of early effect on the causal pathway to leukemia at environmental exposures, by toxicogenomic and systems biology approaches in exposed human populations, exposed animals and in vitro bone marrow niche models are useful approaches for the advancement of benzene risk assessment.
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